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International Fuel Bank

Background

The U&ztedt States, hopes that one of the major? v.r._ -=.- z

of HJECTT wxii he- to identify way s_ in-: which, all:

states are assured access to the benefits of nuclear ; .

energy, including their nuclear fuel supplies on a timely

basis,, even though they may not have national full fuel

cycle capabilities. Fuel assurances are essential to

planning; to> meet nuclear; power needs and; to trying- to

implement non-proliferation: policy permitting- peaceful

uses; of nuclear energy without increasing: the risk of

the, proliferation of nuclear explosives.,

ft coordinated approach: with, the participation of

most nuclear- supplier* and! consumer- states will, be- needed

to achieve art effective! fuel supply regime. The major

burden; of estctfclifrfrcngr attractive and: reliable fuel

assurances should fall largely art the marketplace,,

particularly on. bilateral. -* r r-̂ mjoinen-f-;̂ . Since it is

ttrtlLxItee&y J-ftŝ  any azng/le imar^frsrnrar^. QE- institutxaiE

suffice; to "fflrt̂ fof̂ f̂  csedt£l3£s> ̂»q̂ >iir* jni-' p« t av rangefc of -

r •»» thet TmcT|3c*rr fueXst> traoxsactiojx

market should? be? exploredu. These couldi inc£ude=
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(i) amelioration, or elimination of any "identified;

"~" weaknesses in: the bilateral supplxer-ciistomeir""

relationship? ^ zz--~~ —

~~' •"(.iii.X multilateral measures to integrate" "Suppliers"

and consumers in a network of relationships

. to reinforce confidence in the predictability

and functioning: of the feed material and enrich-

ment markets,- and increase opportunities for

consumer states, ta participate in fuel related

plants and

(iiij- creation of" international mechanisms to

ensure against the failure of bilateral

or- multilateral measures-

Smong sudr possible international mechanisms would •

be; an. internatxonal fuel bank that: would have the purpose

President Carter stated at the- INFCE" organizing: conference

™~—if there: is a temporary breakdown ia the' bilateral

supply of nueleaar fueLp these might be a reservoir- of

£ue\L fco> be 3ugplix3di ttn̂ Pt" those

« TSSatsLeaac Honr-Eroliferatxant S e t air £373 foreshadows1 ~1

i^taTfie- t m r»»'pi*^nigc' fOXT ^TT"**faTTT;?t-f''T)lT;:yT d i S C U S S i o n S fcCfc ~"

develop: approaches fair satisfy ing;' worldwide* fuel. needsr *

including; the possdbl& establishment of art international,

nuclear fuel authority•
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This informal paper is designed; to elicit: reactions

.to the concept of at fuel banJc or authority and:Jiowrsachc .

air -insfcxtatxa:" might be structured:* It includes^ i number

of questions on which, we would welcome your-views- We

suggest that this concept be discussed at a subsequent

meeting of Working Group 3 and be appropriately treated

in. our final report.

II.. Key Issues

I- Is a bank needed and if so what should be its

olyfectivea? .."..

Although, the United? States believes that

bilateral agreements should; remain the principal means

of supply*, we see merit in. establishing/unechanism that

wottXdl jarav£d*e jnterrrf*'1""'onal protection, for

fuel snpgXy cuatomers agf»fnsfc any contract defatLLt. which:

i s not the result of at violation: of non-prolif eration

- The bank could: serve as an. insurance- mecha

nism ixt ^̂ a«*« where the nn-rntaT market mechanisnt

e>.g?_ cases- where default of delivery/ was 3 result .off the-

iiiinr.r-t-muiTi fear reasons other: than; failmze CT£ thar consumer:

tot'meet i t s nm i-pi-r tT f-RaTa-tfinTr undertakings. Such: reasons,

might include a supplier's lack of capacity or am extraneous
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political dispute; between the- supplier and customer.

The- bank, could, therefore,, be. a temporary source- of supply

for- ar country ini good non-proliferation standing; wnicfi.

needed material and time while seeking new supply arrange-

ments.

2~ What resources should be made available?

Consumer states are concerned that they not be

subjected to interruptions in the supply either of enrich-

ment services or natural uranium feed, accordingly,- it

ist suggested that a bank should have either physical or

at least legal, control of enriched and natural uranium

supplies and/or firm; commitments from, the principal

suppliers- The minimum amount needed for- the bank—on

deposit and on* call.—could be determined initially and

front time to time as at ratio- of the nuclear material

needs a£ its members* whxctt wotadl take into account the W

likelihood that only av few members would need to draw

on. the bank's resources at any one time-

The IP-S- Executive Branch; would be prepared! tot seek congres—

tot- make s r̂rh«*f *»i i {',x'TF contribution

iff t&es bank: ccmcepli. graves of: interest: ant£ evolves in a\

ga't-f irfV(i''f'îry manner"- We ace? interested: in. learnings (a-)'

the degree to? which, other suppliers and consumers would

be willing- to contribute to the bankr- (b) whether others
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agree that the bank should hold both enriched and natural

uranium and" Cefc th& views of others; concerning, de.sirable -

arrangements for assuring; that a bank: woul<£ _haveT effective.-

contrai aver: resoofces made available Cx.-e-rwoula it-he- •.-.= =:

necessary to establish physical depositories-under the

bank's jurisdiction or are there other more suitable

arrangements) - Consideration also would need to be given

to what quantity of resources should be transferred.

Arrangements for; augmentation, or replenishment of resources

also would, be needed. . . _

3-. How might the bank be structured and what

significant questions need to be considered?

In. our judgment the following questions should

be con ffid^irf^^ ~ -

Ca). WnichV states could qn^Tjfy for: m«*mfriership2'

We seer advantage irt a. bank open, to- alii states

willing; ta make a contribution and all interested

consuming: states prepared to support acceptable-.

non.-pro'Ef. fegatiort criteria- Wftxle recognxring- -

' "'•- <3zf£icttltie3» wet also> see merit ins a structure- that-: -

33 posssbiEe! so>

cansumzng; nations cotTld feel assured: there* wottld be

no political interference- xn. their" access to- the

bank-



(b) Possible alternative structures.

It is difficult, to say whether a. separate

institution should be> formed: or- whether s bank --3

should be affiliated with: the I3ER~ In our viev1"

two concepts, commend themselves to further

consideration; (a) a bank consisting of a trust

fund- managed by the TflER; or (b) an entity separate

from the- IflEA and managed by individuals selected

from supplier and nan.-supplier states. In: either

event it is assumed) that only- a small secretariat

would be needed to carry out the administrative

responsibilities. We would welcome your views on

passible alternative structures.

Ccfc What conditions^ of; access^ obtain?

Thifg is; a difficult issue. It is assumed -

that the terms- of access would1 be specifiedMay the

banfc's "chaxt'.er11*̂  As at point of departure we>

believe a state should* have access if it

fr«nnrw» r-a*-a<c same failuxe off-it3 supply -

^ or xst otherwise: wxXiin^ to pay

am acceptable; premium above the: prevailing^

market price in. order to receive: its* fuel

supply front the bank and.
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(ii) conforms to agreed non-proliferation

standards. We would be guided by our- own. v~

non-prolxfexatioit legislation and policy inr --

proposing; criteria that should apply r and

presumably other states would bring their own

. ideas and concepts to the discussions.

We think that the conditions for material release

should be simple to avoid bureaucratic complication,

and to minimize discretionary conduct by the. bank

Priorities, might haver-to be- established for the

unlikely event, that demands exceed available supplies.

Priority should take into account an agreed list of

factors suchi as the order* in which; requests are received

and? the gravity of the? energy and supply problems facing:

the applicant.

Cdi Threshold conditions, and possible arbitration..

It woulal aXso be? necessary to? define the type

o£ supporting, evidence that am applicant should. .-:.•-:

present to the BanJk w£tEt any request for matexiaxL. - - -

- \ - Eresuma&Xy> aupp-Mear states charged with: defauXt- would

want act opportunity to present its reasons. Some

arbitral, mechanisnr to> review contests; over applica.—

tions- would need to be established.
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(e) What financial' conditions should apply inr

ti): funding the* bank-'s own. operations,- (i-e*. -- -;"•

~— its sM̂ ff̂ nx ffftTft^f v** ̂TKT- secretarial. servicesT- - -" =• - --

and t-.r.:.::.- ::

(ii) the carrying charges associated with any-

resources placed under the bank' s custody?

What should be the formula for determining

charges.2

We believe that administrative services performed

by the hank, might be covered by a, fixed rate of assessment A

voluntary contributions or bath. Xf the banfc were

associated with, the IAEA, costs could be borne out of

the? Agency1 s. assessed budget or through, a special

voluntary fund- The financial arrangements that rould

apply ta- the raaterxal at the banfe'st disposal might depend

on whether the bank- actually; took title and: custody to

materials? under its control or alternatively,, whether it

had: same irrevocable* right to resources pledged by sup—

witfe paymentas to be- made at time of delivery-- - - '̂  :

Financing o£ t h e battle ccnxldl be axrrangecff set fchaft; - -- ' * -

c a p x t a O L <̂ fiiTi'T—fTTiTt"̂ "OTT!i^ t c * pa^? f o e Tî yt'Ta.yf frT a t t h e ? "

bank;1's! disposal, cooldl he? avoided- One method; af- capitaLizsr-

tion: might: be for; supplier countries to- make a modest

initial, contribution and to consign additional resources
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to the bank on condition that proceeds from the sale

of consigned materiaL would' be paid to the consignor- =: ~ =

.while proceeds from sale of contributed- material, wouldf -.

remain, with the bank. to> be used to purchase material- :

Supplier and perhaps some customer states with adequate

resources might earmark and pledge additional materials

in. national stockpiles for transfer on a- "call" basis.

This would' facilitate establishment of a bank with a

flexible capacity whiclS; would be small enough to be

financially viable? but large enough, to- meet most conceiv-

able emergencies. We would welcome your views ort these

or: other formulations~

Various possibilities need to be considered in

determining: the charges, anal contractual, terms- The bank

could develop its own. supply contracts and? establish

its own; chargesr or- it could? confine itself to the role

of allocating; firmly pledged resources r leaving; detailed

contractual, and Financial, terms to- be arranged directly

by -frftg suppliers* with; qualified! applicants- Different. -

coxtlcE Ibiss app&iecE depending^ on \*iiether the

material, being; transfenredl was donated!

the bank had? title, or whether- it was: consigned! oar

earmarked material, for which the bank was serving: more

as a broker -
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(f) Should special stockpiles be- established? '——-——

It. is. assumed that if stockpiles were actually"" ~

established: they would; be physically located on. the" A'~

territory (or territories) of states acceptable"r- r

to customers and suppliers. Your views on this

would be welcomed,

(gr) Safeguards and controls

It is- assumed that material which has been

transferred, to the bank or placed at its disposal

would be subject, upon; delivery to- the bank* to

ISEZL safeguards xir addition- to other non-proliferatiou.

conditions- It xs assumed that the services of the

bank would, be limited! to NKWS. We propose that an

INFCXRC/153: typev arrangement with; the TSE& apply ta

a\I£ users of the- bank's services-- It is also

assumed: that they wouldi enter into- an overall non--

proliferation; •understanding- with the bank covering-

such: matters as assurances of non\-explasive use,

physical security and" controls over retransfers and;

(Jx3pasiticns of spent fxtel. or produced^ plrctoniuirc-.

Suppliers mxgfaS: candxtdan! their* pledges onv adherence

to> /n»i-f-»f-rr stipulated: nan—proliferation, conditions.
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(h) Physical security

Arrangements would, have to be made to providers

adequate physical protection for the material-"--: "-

transferred: to the- control of the bank- It-.ispro--

posed that the levels of physical security to be

applied'would be subject to a consensus of the

members, using the provisions of INFCIRC/225 as a

guide. Measures for- achieving agreed level!* would

have to> be implemented by the bank in the same

manner as normally undertaken by the: national

authorities of recipient countries r or the- state

where material was held could become responsible

for- application, of the physical security measures,

€i)? Compliance with, domestic legal requirements

andi policy ' ' -•..,_

This paper has not attempted to address more

than parenthetical T y the manner in which supplier

nations would, meet domestic legal requirements and

national, policy in participating; XXE as undertaking:

sucfe as the bank. In evolving; the structure:.off - -

the banfe, these* concerns should: her resolved^-iir ;r

practical fashion; giving: due? consideration; toe the

purposes off the- bank, and: the stipulated: end; uses

for which material supplied to it will be dedicated.
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4. Conclusion.

Irt order to get the reactions from members of

INFCK we would, welcome- your; detailed, «TI^ preferably

written, comments on the issues raised in this informal

paper.

If the concept of a fuel bank proves of interest,

we hope that the matter will be considered further-

i
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Outlines of Comments on US paper concerning Possibilities for an

International Nuclear Fuel Bank

(Co-Chairmen/WG.3/34)

I. Background

The IAEA Statute, which is an international treaty to which 110

nations are Party, sets forth the principles, conditions and criteria

for assuring the access by all States to the "benefits of nuclear energy

and thereby for enlarging "the contribution of atomic energy to peace,

health and prosperity throughout the world" (statute, Art, II).

The original concept of an international pool of nuclear materials

that was envisaged 25 years ago did not materialize, but the Agency's

Statute provides an institutional framework for the Agency to operate

as an international nuclear fuel bank or authority if this turns out

to be the consensus of its Member States. In particular, Articles

III.A.2 and B.3, IX, XI, XII, XIII and XIV.B.2 and E to G are of

relevance in this prospect.

Since its inception, the Agency was confined to playing the role of

an international "broker" in arranging for supplies of nuclear materials,

equipment and facilities between producer and recipient nations under

appropriate safeguards. Thus a network of supply agreements concluded

with the Agency by more than 20 nations have enabled them to secure

, fuel supplies for the operation of training and research reactors and,

f in two cases, enrichment services for nuclear power plants. With its

expertise and experience, the Agency could, however, assume a more active

and more decisive role in ensuring the security of supplies on the basis

of its statutory functions by giving effect to some provisions of its

Statute that were kept dormant over the past 20 years.

Moreover, the Agency's Statute was the first international legal

instrument - and possibly the only one to date - to have enshrined the

principle that in the discharge of its functions, the Agency shall give

"due"consideration to the special needs" of developing nations (Art.III.

A.2 and B.3, and Art.XI.E.6). This feature is of particular significance

in this context at a time when it appears to be more accurately realized

elsewhere that no constructive dialogue could be expected to take place

between "well - off" and "have - not" nations if the latterfs basic legitimate

aspirations were not sufficiently taken into account.

/
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II. Key Issues (as listed in the US paper)

1. Objectives of a "bank

See Statute - Art.III.A.2, B.3 and C; and

- Art.XI.A, B and C.

2. Resources

See Statute - Art.IX; and

- Art.XIII.

3. Structure and Membership

(a) Membership

Membership should be opened to all States, whether or not Members

of the United Nations or of any of the specialized agencies (see Statute,

Article IV.B. and C).

(b) Structure

Three criteria should guide consideration of this topic:

(i) Non-proliferation of international bodies -whose creation

would inevitably result in additional financial burdens

for States, no matter how limited would be initially the

scope of functions assigned to any such new organizations;

(ii) Optimization of the use of existing institutional frameworks;

(iii)Optimization of the use of relevant expertise as is available

within such institutional frameworks.

In this connection, it is to be noted that the IAEA safeguards

responsibilities are a corollary to its functions of advising and

assisting Member States in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy; another

corollary is the Agency's obligation to ensure the safety of peaceful

nuclear activities carried out by Member States with the assistance

received from or through the Agency. In the context of such functions,

the Agency would appear to provide both the institutional mechanism and

the relevant expertise for dealing with various issues of comparable

importance that are involved in the supply of nuclear fuel.
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(c) Conditions for material release:

See Statute - Art.HI.B.I to 3, C and D;

- Art.IX.DjG and J;

- Art.XI.E and P; and

- Art.XII.

(d) Supporting evidence; Statute Art.XI.A and E.

ArMtral mechanism: Statute Art.XI.P.6.

(e) Financial conditions: Statute Art.IX.A, XI.F.3, XIII and XIV.B.2,

P and G.

(f) Stockpiles: Statute Art.IX.A, H and I, and XII.A.5.

(g) Safeguards: Statute Art.III.A.5 and B.2, XI.P.4 and XII.

(h) Physical security: Statute Art.IX.H and 1.2.

(i) Domestic le,a îl requirements: Statute Art.III.D and IX.C.

HaVinh P./ss

i978.O5.ll (Corrected)



PHILIPPINE COMMENTS ON THE INFORMAL. PAPER SUBMITTED
BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TITLED " POSSIBILITIES
FOR AN INTERNATIONAL FUEL BANK

1. Is a bank needed and if so what should be its objectives?

An international mechanism to provide international protection
for qualified fuel supply customers against any contract default which
is not the result of a violation of non-proliferation undertaking would
be very important in establishing confidence in nuclear energy as a
stable source of electric power.

The international mechanism which may be an International
Fuel Bank should be in a position to provide when necessary, natural
uranium and the related services in the nuclear fuel cycle.

The organizationset-up of such a bank will have to be designed
to ensure sufficient international confidence in the bank's ability to
provide assurances of nuclear fuel supply and services.

The INF A should not supplant bi-latera! arrangements of
assurances of supply. It should serve as an additional mechanism
for nuclear fuel supply.

2. What resources should be made available?

The INFB should have physical control of some nuclear material
sufficient to immediately meet emergency needs of its members. The
exact quantity of nuclear material will have to be established later and
should be a function of the installed capacity of Member States.

The INFB does not need to have physical control of the greater
part of the material which forms its stockpile. Legal control on the
material and assurances of Member States of the availability of services
in the nuclear fuel cycle should be sufficient.

The Working Capital Fund for the INFB can be established from
contributions of Members determined in accordance with the United
Nations Scale of Assessment appropriately prorated.

The operation of the INFB may be funded by contributions of
Members based on the United Nations Scale of Assessment appropriately
prorated by applying the financial arrangements for the safeguards
activities of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

3. How might the bank be structured and what significant questions
need to be considered?

a) All states members of the United Nations, its Specialized
Agencies or the IAEA, prepared to support acceptable non-proliferation
criteria may be members of INFB.

b) It is preferable to have the INFB linked to the IAEA since
the Agency provides other, relevant services. However, in view of
the Agency's Statute, it may be difficult to make the INFB selective,
particularly when the cri teria for selection relates to non-proliferation
conditions beyond wket-is presently generally acceptable in the Agency.
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However, it is possible to envisage a situation wherein there would
be a sufficient number of Members of the Board of Governors and
the Genera! Conference of the IAEA favoring an INFB established
under its. auspices.

The INFB may also be established separately from the IAEA
in the same manner as other United Nations Agencies or international
bodies:

c) What conditions of access obtain?

The conditions of access have to be seriously considered. It
is of course presumed that only States qualifying as members may
avail of the Bank's services. However, Nte-Nuclear Weapon States
should be disqualif ied from availing of the Banks services since the
fundamental purpose for the establishment of the Bank is to discourage
Non-Nuclear Weapon States from developing technology which might
provide them with bomb manufacturing capability.

Non-Nuclear Weapon States which are members of the Bank may
have access to the Bank's services if they:

1) demonstrate some fa i lure of their supply system not related
to non-prol i ferat ion constraints, or

2) are otherwise wi l l ing to pay an acceptable premium above the
prevail ing market pr ice in order to receive fuel supply and/or services
from the bank.

Pr ior i t ies have to be established for the unlikely event that
demands exceed available supply. As a general ru le, developing
countries should be given pr ior i t ies because they can hardly afford
to bear the economic costs of losses due to power shortage. The second
important c r i te r ia for determining pr io r i t ies should be the size of the
installed power generation capacity of the country concerned. The
smaller its installed power generation capacity, the less its ability
to bear losses due to power shortages. Pr io r i ty should be giver •>.
the country v^ith a smaller installed power generating capacity.

d) Arbi t rat ion procedures wi l l be necessary. The review of applications
and claims may be done by the Board of Governors of the INFB or by
an Ad Hoc Group established for that purpose.
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20 J u l y 1978

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL FOR A NUCLEAR FUEL BANK

Canada recognizes that, in order to minimize the
proliferation risks associated with the plutonium fuel cycle,
international arrangements to provide further supply assurances
may be useful. These assurances could confirm the accessibility
of contracted uranium supply and thereby remove concerns over
possible supply interruptions as a factor in the assessment
by individual consumer countries of the necessity of moving to
the plutonium cycle. Canada regards the USA proposal for a
nuclear fuel bank as a useful outline of a mechanism by which
such assurances might be provided. Canada believes the proposal
merits serious consideration and, if it receives broad international
support, is prriyared to participate in discussions of this
proposal as well as of others submitted to the working group.

The following paragraphs indicate some of the issues
which, in the view of the Canadian Delegation, will require
particular attention in the course of these discussions.

First and foremost, the discussions must examine
whether a proposal of this kind xvill respond to practical
concerns of a significant number of countries whose decisions
whether or not to adopt the plutonium fuel cycle may be
affected by assurances against interruptions of supply of
contracted natural or low-enriched uranium. For this reason
the views of such countries concerning both the principle of a
nuclear fuel bank and the characteristics which such a bank
must have in order to provide the degree of assurance they
desire are an essential initial input to discussion of this
proposal.

It will be necessary in discussions involving potential
users of and potential contributors to such a bank to determine
whether arrangements can be agreed upon which would enable
contributors to participate in a bank which would have practical
impact on the nuclear policies of a significant number of
consumers. As a potential contributor, Canada believes that
several issues inter alia, which would require examination include:

(i) The non-proliferation controls applicable
to material drawn from the bank, including
the relationship between such controls
and the national safeguards policies of
contributor countries;

...12
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(ii) The sharing of the financial burden of
establishing and operating the bank,
bearing in mind that the non-proliferation
benefits of Che mechanism acrue equally
and without distinction to both users and
contributors;

(iii) A means of ensuring that the bank, established
for non-proliferation purposes, does not
adversely affect the international commercial
uranium market; and

(iv) A means of ensuring that the operation of
the bank does not impair the ability of
contributor countries to implement their
uranium development and procurement policies,
including policies respecting resource pricing.
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26 July 1978

Coircment on International Nuclear Fuel Bank

Republic of Korea Contribution

This is a reply to the U.S.questionnaires (WG.3/34) on

the possibility for international nuclear fuel bank.

1.General

The conception of International nuclear fuel bank is

one of ideal and strong countermeasure to provide

international protection against the breach of bi-

or multilateral nuclear fuel supply contract.

There are several difficult problems/ however, to be

settled prior to establishment of the fuel bank due

to its specific character in comparsion with the

existing international monetary bank.

a) The bank should have physical inventory and

management of materials.

b) The fair value of physical assets is quite difficult

to define, that leaves the room for dispute between

member countries, especially between producing

country and consuming country.

c) The physical as-sets which will be handled by the

bank is sensitive nuclear material which is sub-

ject to safeguards and physical protection.

d) The material handled by the bank is politically

sensitive one. But the bank should be non-political

organization.
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2. Purpos-es

The purpos-es- of the bank are to establish an inter-

national mechanism for immediate supply of nuclear

fuel to those countries whose nuclear power plant

operation is jeopardized because of

a) the disruption of nuclear fuel supply not because

of the violation of NPT but because of commercial

or political reasons.

b) failure to purchasing nuclear fuel on time from

the market, even though a utility has tried to do

it.

c) Unexpected delay of in-house exploitation and

production program.

3» Membership

Membership shall be open to all countries who are

member of IAEA. But it is desirable that major pro-

ducing countries will have to participate in the bank

to promote the function of the Bank and to give the

confidence of the Bank.

4. Asset

a) The member countries may submit their shares in

kind or in cash.Total capacity of installed and con-

structing nuclear project or the quantity of proven

reserves of uranium concentrates may be the basis

of the quota of each member.
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b) Bank should hold appropriate amount of physical

assets- in the form of uranium concentrates and

slightly enriched uranium to assure immediate

delivery of nuclear fuel to a needed country.

• Operation of the Bank

a) The resources of the Bank may be used exclusively

for the benefit of members.

b) The Bank may sell, loan or guarantee to any

member who need the immediate delivery of nuclear

fuel.

c) It is desirable that the conditions for material

release should be simple to avoid bureaucratic

complication and to minimize the time delay for

withdrawal. But the documents which demonstrate

the disruption of supply and the payment plan

including guarantee of repayment, should be, at

least, submitted.

d) Priority has to be established as follows to

minimize", bureaucratic abuse of power by the

Bank administration and to.putin order of with-

drawal in the event that demands exceed available

supplies.

i) The applications should meet the purposes of

the Bank

ii)The time when the material is actually required
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iii) The chronological order of applications

iV) Consumer country may have priority over

producing country.

6. Organization

The Bank can be managed by IAEA consisting of trust

fund, since the IAEA statutes allows IAEA do the

function of limited fuel bank.

But the operation of the Bank seems very complicated

and the Bank will manage great amount of capital, it

is better the Bank be separated from IAEA. It is

not desirable that the Bank would be controlled by

few major investing countries. The appropriate control

mechanism should be considered.

7. Physical protection

a) The material stored and transferred under the con-

tract of the Bank should be subject to IAEA safe-

guards inspection and physical protection.

b) The physical assets shall be stored in the country

who has physical protection capability.

It is desirable that host countries for physical

control will be located in several regions.

c) The material transferred through the territory

from the Bank should be transported freely with

exemption of time consuming special nuclear ma-

terial import/export license, only with prior
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notification by the Bank to the transit country.

But during the transportation, physical protection

should be maintained in accordance with IAEA

safeguard procedures.
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INFCE - WORKING GROUP 3

Possibilities for an International Fuel Bank

Comment by the Delegation of the

Federal Republic of Germany

1. The U.S. Delegation asked for comments on its paper concerning

the establishment of a fuel bank.

The discussion of this suggestion will largely depend on the

results of the studies concerning potential measures for assuring

the long-term supply of nuclear fuel (see US paper, p.2, i - iii).

Our comment, therefore, is rather preliminary and limited to

a few remarks of a more fundamental nature and some issues

related to a better understanding of the U.S. proposal.

2. Background (p. 1-3)

We share the opinion that the major burden of establishing reliable

fuel assurances falls largely on the marketplace, particularly on

bilateral arrangements, and that this should continue to be so con-

sidering the experience to date. We therefore attribute a key role

to an amelioration of or elimination of any weaknesses in the bi-

lateral supplier-customer relationship as well as to an increase in

market transparency and competition.

As regards any possible multilateral mechanisms for the setting up

or extension of a system of government and industrial relationships

(p. 2, ii), we would like to mention the regional approaches to

this problem in Europe to date (e.g. EURATOM, URENCO and EURODIF)

and - in a wider context - those in the framework of the OECD/IEA.



Among the other conceivable international mechanisms, there are, in

addition to a fuel bank, a number of possibilities, which should

be included in the discussion, e.g. international stand-by arrange-

ments or other international emergency plans in case of major

supply interruptions.

In this connection, clarification is sought in what respects the con-

cepts of an international fuel bank differs from that of the Inter-

national Nuclear Fuel Authority (which is also mentioned in the US-

NPA of 1978).

3. Key Issues (p. 3 - 11)

Irrespective of the just-mentioned measures to be discussed for the

improvement of fuel assurances, two basic considerations seem to be

of key importance for future discussions on the fuel bank concept:

- What purpose shall a fuel bank serve?

- To what extent will it be possible to ensure the

political independence of a fuel bank?

a) Past experience has demonstrated that the nuclear fuel system,

the market mechanism, the existing institutional mechanisms and

informal ad hoc arrangements are capable to cope satisfactorily

with supply interruptions of a limited duration. We would there-

fore be interested to know for what types and scopes of inter-

ruptions the US fuel bank concept is conceived. The answer to

this question will probably determine the size and the location

of stocks on deposit or on call, the type and volume of funding

required, the charges for the services and the institutional

structure of the bank.

Does "contract default" mean only a temporary interruption of

a contract - either because of unability or because of un-

willingness - on the part of the supplier or also that on the

part of the consumer?

b) As regards the "apolitical" structure of a fuel bank, the

following questions arise:
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- Who would decide on the admission to the services of the

bank and according to what technical and formal criteria?

- Do the same criteria apply to suppliers and customers

alike?

- Why should the services of the bank be limited to NNWS?

- Who will establish that the event insured has occurred,

and according to what technical and formal criteria?

- What is meant by "we would be guided by our own non-

prolifertion legislation and policy" and by "simple con-

ditions "for the release of material (p. 7)?

Also, it is not clear whether use of the fuel bank should be limited

to the occurrence of a "failure of supply" alone or whether the bank

in addition, should be entitled to fulfil stock market functions

(pp. 6 and 9). In the latter case the bank would probably have to

be in a position to conclude its own contracts and to set its own

pricing and charging policies. How would this affect the priorities

of release?

In order to make the bank credible as an insurer, physical control

of the deposits would certainly be highly advisable. Closely related

^ to this issue is the question of some generally accepted location

for the materials handed over to the bank.
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13 December 1978

Comments from Italian Delegation
to Working Group 3

"Reliability of the supply of material and services for the fuel
cycle is a substantial requisite for the development of nuclear energy
in the countries that have no resources and plants of their owi.

The experience acquired in the past few years has however
demonstrated that the interruption in foreign deliveries, especially of
uranium and enrichment services, is almost always due to unilateral
political decisions made by the governments of the supplying countries.
As a matter of fact, the interruptions due to technical reasons or to
force majeure are extremely rare and their duration is not such as to
effect the commercial operation of the nuclear stations involved. However,
it should be born in mind that so far nuclear energy as a whole is a small
percentage of the total electrical output in the future, as its incidence
increases, the consequences of even short interruptions in fuel delivery
can be such as to jeopardize the energy availability of a country the
incentive of the establishment of a fuel bank will increase with its
effectiveness in overcoming the obstacles that stand so far in the way of
a free market of nuclear fuels and in ensuring operation continuity of the
nuclear stations in each country.

In view of the foregoing it should be pointed out that:

1) Our delegation agrees with the proposal of establishing a fuel bank
as a tool to improve the assurance of procurement of nuclear fuels.

Furthermore, the fuel bank could prove very useful to regulate the
market, since it could act as a buffer capable on one hand of covering
prompt and grounded requests for delivery and on the other of absorbing
any temporary surpluses, which could otherwise present a highly
unbalancing factor of the market itself.

2) It is necessary to carefully examine the proposals made as regards the
organizational and functional structures of the fuel bank, with special
reference to the regulatory and supervisory bodies and mechanisms of
the bank. Once the institutional framework is defined within which the
fuel bank has to perform its activity, the possibility of unilateral
action aiming at modifying this framework without the consent of all
the member countries should be excluded. Furthermore, no modification
should be retroactive.

3) The most delicate aspect of the proposal for the establishment of the
fuel bank concerns the terms for access to the bank.

In line of principle, only compliance with all the agreed international
provisions on safeguards and non-proliferation should be required.

On the other hand, no interference could be acceptable with the
independent programmes for technological development of the peaceful
use of nuclear energy, which might convert the fuel bank into a tool
for pressure".
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PARIS. LE J u n e 13th, 1978
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Mr. AR. WILSON
Australian A.E.C.
Post Office Box 41 .
Coogee 2034, N.S.W. :

Australia

Mr. D.L. SIAZON
Permanent Mission of the
Philippines to the IAEA
Peter Jordan Strasse 19
A-1190 Vienna, Austria

Mr. C. ZANGGER
The Federal Office of Energy
Kapellenstrasse 14
CH-3001 Bern
Postfach - Switzerland

Dear Sirs r

Please find enclosed herewith

- the French contribution to the- discussion of the key questions
concerning enrichment. ;- '

- the French contribution to key questions related to the non-
proliferation aspects of long term assurances of supply

- the French contribution to the key questions related to raw
materials.

lurs Sincerely,

Bertrand GOLDSCHMIDT

Enc. 3

copy to Mr.N.R. McDonald
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INrCE - WORKING GROUP 3

. FRENCH CONTRIBUTION
TO THE DISCUSSION'OF THE
KEY QUESTIONS CONCERNING

ENRICHMENT.

A.I.- From the consumer's wievfpoint. guarantees of supply in enrichment have the
same characteristics as those related to natural uranium. \

A.2.- Still from the consumer's viewpoint, whatever the origin of any interrup-
tion of supplies, the first remedy is to draw from the stockpiles, and to
use the opportunities offered by diversified sources in order to increase
as much as possible the resources coming from such sources.

In this respect it. would be very useful for Working Group 3 to enquire
about users' and Governments' intents in the field of stockpiling policies,
before studying the characteristics of any "fuel bank".

One should already note, concerning the concept of a "fuel bank" that
the stockpile should be readily available for the consumer so that
its use, in an emergency, would not depend on the good will of any bank,
as "apolitical" it may be.

B.4.- Enrichment being a service, it must be reliable. If this activity can be
performed in an industrial and commercial context.as normal as possible,

' there will be no risk of under nor of over-capacity. .

B.5. and

B.6.- These technico-economical questions are out of the terms of reference
of Working Group 3.

B.7.- A normal industrial and commercial management of uranium enrichment plants,
should enable to draw the best benefits of their technical possibilities.



Le 7 Juin 1978.

INFCE GROUP 3

FRENCH CONTRIBUTION TO
KEY QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE NON-
PROLIFERATIOH ASPECTS OF LONG TERM

ASSURANCES OF SUPPLY

I.- Development in all industrial fields is closely linked to
international trade. On the other hand the fact that a national nuclear
program is dependent on international trade, is among the best guarantees
that a Government having such a program will not breach its international
commitments. Autarcic nuclear programs should thus be avoided, as well'for.
industrial efficiency and for non-proliferation reasons. • ,•• '( , ' •

2.- But a country can not rely on 'nternational trade for such a ( v
vital part of its industry if it has no reasonable enough assurance that
its long term needs will be met by the international market without undue
political interference. Assured supplies for importing countries are thus
an essential part of any worldwide non-proliferation policy. If they are
not achieved* an incentive will be given to autarcic developments leading
•to greater proliferation risks. <

3.- The first prerequisite of such a confidence in the supplies
to.come from, the international rcarket, is the possibility of concluding*
in such a market, long-term contracts with a variety of.companies, located
in different countries independent of eachother in this respect. This . •
supposes that exporting countries or companies do not request the monopoly
of furnishing the fuel or fuel cycle services to any other given country .••'• . ;
or facility. .. ; . r

A.- The second condition is that importing countries should be ^ '
assured that long term contracts concluded under a given set of political
conditions would not be interrupted as long as these conditions would be >'
adhered to, and that possible changes in exporting policies of supplier,
nations would not be unilaterally imposed on existing contracts. •

5.- The question whether or not a new common set of internatio-
nally agreed non-proliferation conditions should be negotiated and agreed
upon seems difficult to answer. It is clear that, if this could be
quickly and definitively concluded, and all signatories had the assurance -
that no interruption of supply could occur as long as such rules are '
observed, it would be a positive factor. But the likelihood of such an
achievement in the near future is questionable. , '

- 6.- It is thus likely that, whatever new international consensus "
could be reached in the near future, it would not be fully comprehensive,
and some matters would continue to be dealt with differently in various
national non-proliferation policies, which would probably evolve with
time in one or another direction. The question has been raised whether
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such porament evolution was or not wishful!. It seems that the less
these conditions would change: with time, the better it. would be. But
if changes have to ba made, the rule should be that such changes would
only be made by common agreement and that the threat of interrupting
existing contracts (being on the.side of the exporter or the importer)
should not be used as a lever to obtain such changes.

7.- The aforementioned'conditions are considered by consumers
as the most important assurances of supply they need. Supposing thesa
basic conditions satisfied, security of supply could be further enhanced
by the creation of a fuel bank holding its own stockpiles which would
guarantee fuel deliveries in case of undue interruption for political
reasons. Such guarantee would not play in case of a breach by the
importing country of its non-proliferation commitments resulting from
multilateral or bilateral agreements.
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INFCE GROUP 3

FRENCH CONTRIBUTION TO THE
KEY QUESTIONS RELATED TO RAH MATERIALS

I.I- Supposing adequate efforts of exploration and investment are
pursued, and no political obstacles to production and sales arise,
there are good reasons to think that adequate uranium resources can
be made available to meet the short and medium-tern needs of the
nuclear power industry.. But the lack of assurances.for the longer
term should lead the international community to a prudent management ,

. of the existing resources, and to seek the best possible utilisation
of the energetical potential of these resources.

I.2.- . The uranium market is at present subject to governmental inter-
ventions exceeding largely those prevailing for other commodities.
Accordingly, the role of commercial contracts,is not always clearly
distinct from the one of administrative regulations or political
controls. In some cases*it leads to unconscionable bargains in
favour of suppliers (political fixing of prices, restrictions of
use). A better distinction between political and commercial conditions
would largely contribute to a more satisfactory market.

I.3.- The timely entry into production of deposits, existing or still
to be discovered, necessitates very important capital investments, as
well in exploration and exploitation. It does not seem likely that
all such investments can be made only with capital orriginated in the.
producing countries. Capital coming from importing countries will
probably be needed in many cases, which supposes adequate assurances
as well concerning the profitability of the investment, and the
access to the uranium produced.

I.4.- For all commodities, market stability is achieved through long-
term contracts, supplemented by short term contracts and spot purchases.
Only long term contracts can achieve a satisfactory equilibrium between
supply and demand.

I.5.- Tails assay fixing is a typical example of governmental interven-
tion in a matter which should be settled by a free negotiation between
supplier and customer.

1.6.- Any flexibility is good "per se" provided its cost is not to high.
The existence or not of a fuel bank is not related to this problem.
What consumers await from Governments, are clear and stable regulations,



on the stability of which they should be able to rely in ortier tc taui.e.
their own best decisions.

II.1- The main concern of importing countries related to assurances of
supply of natural uranium, is the risk or interruption of supplies for
political reasons. If one wishes'to see such countries rely on inter-
national market for their .-applies - rather nan developing autarcic
resources - at greater economic costs. It is necessary to give them a

- strong assurance that supplies to be made according to investments made
or contracts signed under agreed political conditions-, will not be '
Interrupted as long as these conditions are adhered to, even in case
the policy of the exporting nation changes for future investments or
future contracts.

II. 2- Consumers are usually following simultaneously two ways : . '

• - the diversification of their supplies for many reasons
especially commercial ones,

- the building of stockpiles which are necessary for
technical and social reasons ; in order to be available

. when necessary, such stockpiles must be readily available.
1n appropriate locations.

II.3- In order to support long term uranium contracting, Governments
• "should adopt clear and stable regulations, opening the way for a free

discussion between industrial partners, producers and consumers, or
their commercial representatives.
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26 J u l y 1978

CORRIGENDUM TO CO-CHAIRMEN/WG.3/41

KBY QUESTIONS CONCERNING ENRICHMENT

Under A.2 replace the third line starting with the words "One should

already note ..." and finishing with the words " ... it may be"f with

the following:

"One should already note that the conusraers express their interest

in having their own stockpiles readily available in case of emergency.

An international mechanism should contribute to satisfy the consumer's

needs by increasing their security of supply



, . CO-CHAIRMEN/WG.3/43
UK Contribution 2 3 J u n e &

ANSWERS TO THE TASK FORCE D QUESTIONNAIRE ON "NON-PROLIFERATION

ASPECTS OF LONG TERM ASSURANCES OF SUPPLY" " • *-_.. -

Q u e s t i o n 1 • s . •

There are .two ways of defining non-proliferation -

(a) in the case of nation states non-proliferation can be

expressed as in the non-proliferation treaty (NPT);

(b) in terms of sub national groups non-proliferation can

be seen as the prevention of the diversion of nuclear

materials^from peaceful purposes for terrorist purposes,-

whether ,for bomb making or for dispersal devices.
*

Question 2

The twin objectives of.security of supply and non-proliferation

may conflict in situations where'a supplier country feels the ,

urgent need, in the interests of non-proliferation, to impose

additional conditions in existing contracts. There is little

point in supplier countries imposing additional conditions uni-

]aterally if such conditions do not apply to sources of supply \;_..

from other countries (the 'Pontius Pilot1 attitude). If however

the additional conditions can be agreed and adopted internationally:

and by consent then there could be continuous advantages in the

strengthening of non-proliferation measures.. An international

fuel bank would possible ameliorate the adverse effects on security

•of supply but that would depend on the terms agreed on the

establishment of the fuel bank. -

Q u e s t i o n 5 • ' • • • ' ' • , • ' • :' ' . l y - ' V / - ' •'' '•••• • ' ; ' '".•'"•'.'•'''•'.'••'"•'•

The Nuclear Supplier Guidelines (NSG) is such a mechanism but .

is not being used by the major suppliers of uranium as their

principi mechanism-, for reaching supply agreements. This is mainly

done by bilateral agreements consequent upon domestic policy
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decisions on the .part of the suppliers. A multilateral approach,

is tetter on two grounds:-

(a) uniformity of conditions of supply would prevent

\ - unreasonable conditions being applied by the supplier;

• (b) all sources of supply of uranium and enrichment would

'"...,,-. . be subject to the standard conditions, thus preventing

uranium without any kind of supply restriction being

. ' . available on the market. .; '

Q u e s t i o n 4- ' '"".': -' "•''"' "• ' . -

Yea, a common set of internationally agreed non-proliferation

conditions is a pre-requisite for a broad.based supply assurance

arrangement presupposing that thi« can be .implemented satisfactorily.

If these supply arrangements are feasible we' would favour a common

set of conditions. ' . ' •.

Ideaiiy these conditions should be agreed internationally

through the mechanism of the IAEA, but. in the interim and until •

such- agreement can be reached' it' is'essential that the suppliers- .

as those responsible" for- exports should reach agreement amongst

themselves' and impose those conditions-in the interests of non-

p r o l i f e r a t i o n . • '•'•' ' ' ' "•"••• I .' ••'••.•••

Question 5 . . •••'-.

(aj^ (b) and (c) The larger the number of separate nuclear plants,

obviously the greater the risk of proliferation- and diversion.

In the sense that any nuclear centre would reduce this risk, the

greater the degree of international control the better. A great

deal of work would need to- be done however to work up these

proposals, particularly on the way in which management of any

centres would operate.

(d) This would have major, advantages in terms of non-proliferation



and the lessening of international insecurity and tensions arising

from fear of further proliferation and diversion. It would of

course "be necessary to devise arrangements which did not hamper

the legitimate'and safeguarded use of these materials in civiJL

nuclear power production.

(e) In the sense that "preference" means guaranteed assurance of • •

supply this would seem advantageous'; in non-proliferation terms and

would "be a possible requirement for-those countries foregoing

development of sensitive fuel cycle 'facilities and stockpiling

of strategic special nuclear material; however, in the economic

sense of "preference", if such a system xiould be devised, it is \

hard to see in whose gift cheaper supplies would lie.

(f) Again in the sense of guaranteed supply arrangements it would

be helpful to have such preference but in the economic sense the

same reasons as (e) above apply. :-.'

(g) Yes, there would appear advantages from a non-proliferation,

point of view.

Question 6 ". " " '" . / ".'' ': ,'-'"

In so far as international arrangements can be seen as helping to

avoid shortages of enrichment this reduces the incentive for

countries to build small enrichment'-plants to meet national'needs

thereby avoiding proliferation of enrichment plants and increasing

r i s k o f d i v e r s i o n . . , " ' • • • ' '

Question 7

Over capacity would appear to reduce the risk of proliferation in

the light of the answer ,to Question 6 above^ 'We do not understand

the meaning of "over supply". •• • . . \- • ; '

•Question 8 : • .,; : . '

This entirely depends on the non-proliferation undertakings made'
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by the importing countries. If they are inadequate then clearly

additional conditions are desirable and advantage should be taken

of guarantees of supply to obtain them.

Question 9 '•'•'•• .

(a) international consultation only -will show whether or not a

universal set of non-proliferation undertakings in the way

described would be achievable. Full scope safeguards would be a

useful item in such undertakings. The IAEA would appear to be the

.only existing institution that could be used for this.

, (b) It would be necessary to take into account all existing

\ international agreements including NPT, NSG and major-ongoing

bilateral supply agreements. Such a set of undertakings should

evolve pragmatically and by international consensus.' •, • •

Question 10

Yes, but mainly in terms of fuel supply services rather than natural

uranium. -

Question 11 ' ' : . .',...

. ., In terms of'.-non-proliferation undertakings and. in the interim this

is a matter for the Nuclear Suppliers Group to pursue. , If and

when the IAEA werevto assume a wider role as envisaged in the

.answer to Question 9, then these criteria and procedures would be

part of the agreement which would be arrived at for international

. discussion.. In terms of Safeguards, the criteria and procedures

are already well known and should be strengthened .as necessary to

take account of the spread of nuclear facilities.

Question 12

Equitably. Obviously this is a matter of great importance which

needs to be considered carefully.
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T.RPCE - Y/G 3 - TASK FORCE B : URANIUM ENRICHMENT

(Ref . D e c . INFCE WG 3/3'8 R e v . 2 ) .
'i

ITALIAN CONTRIBUTION

A. Assurance of Supply

1. Apparently, the direct supply of enriched uranium by one individ-

ual supplier" could present lower risks for the consumer,

since it reduces the number of* countries involved in the

transaction, and consequently the possibility of decisions

by Governments which could interrupt supplies.

Taking into account, however, that, perhaps with only one

exception, no country, at the present time, is in the

position to supply by itself both the natural uranium and

enrichment services", the possibility to conclude long-

term contracts for the supply of enriched uranium does not

seem to be desirable for obvious reasons, both, commercial

- -and concerning ,the diversification strategy of nuclear fuel

supply sources.

In the case, finally, that the enrichment services supplier

--- - would ' provide directly the natural uranium for

his customer in a third country,it cannot be seen, how such

system could guarantee a greater continuity of supply, while

the customer would not have any possibility of control *-

am negotiation, on the price of natural uranium.
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2. The two cases described concerning the reasons

which could stop supplies (force majeure or govern-

mental decisions) have evidently the same effect

upon the consumer country; therefore, they can. be

treated jointly.

Equally evident appears the necessity to agree in

8 ' multinational sphere on a series of measures such as

to avoid that the above mentioned interruptions -

cause the forced shut down of nuclear power stations.

The set-up of stocks agreed upon among supplier

countries (or among conDumer countries) at govern-

ment level appears to offer greater assurance for the

continuity of nuclear stations operation. As concerns

the kind of material for stockpile,it is deemed that it

shall mainly be enriched uranium (with the most com-

monly used contents) with smaller amounts of natural

uranium. The siae of each stock shall be fixed taking

into account the number of nuclear reactors located in the

same geographical area.

Stock management shall be entrusted to 'an international

organization which will regulate access to material on

.' ••' non discriminatory basis.

Stocks shall be physically existing and located in

countries which offer the maximum guarantees "of non

interference v/ith their management.
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Financing of stocks and management shall be agreed among

supplier countries and utilizer countries.

The Fuel Bank concept, even if it ia more complicated,

covers ' the various formB of establishment and manage-

ment of enriched and natural uranium.

3. The direct participation of a consumer country in the

investments for the construction of enrichment plants

located in other countries or belonging to a multinational

group would seem to assure only partially the certainty

of supply. In fact, plant management would be subject to

the will of the host country government that, as already

shown in the field of natural uranium, Y/ould greatly influence the

commercial agreements among the partners of the enterprise.

Moreover, it should Btill "to be solved the problem of natural

uranium supply.

. Natural Uraniu-n and Enrichment Market Factors

4. It is deemed that the over capacity margin of an enrichment

plant as regards the nominal requirements of the reactors

for which the enrichment service was negotiated Bhould not

exceed 5 percent. In fact, it will be very rare that the

real requirements of reactors exceed the nominal

requirements, estimated on a nuclear station*s utilization,

factor between 70 and 80 percent.
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The small excess of production could be used to create

reaerves to face unforeseen and sporadic demand increases.

On the other hand, the enrichment plants availability

has shown to be very high and the risk of outages

for technical reasons very small.

An excess of capacity greater than 5 percent would probably

entail placing problems, similar to the ones which happen

today, due to cancellation and delays of nuclear plants design

for which enrichment services were already ordered.

J. From the consumerfs point of view, there is no doubt that

the possibility to change the tail assay and ". the

chance to re-enrich the uranium obtained through reproces-

sing of irradiated fuel represent further advantages in

adjusting enrichment contracts to the real needs and to

permit savings of natural uranium.

5. 7% As already mentioned, the present situation, with enrichment

services in excess with regard to needs represents a consid-

erable financial burden only for those consumers which were

compelled to stipulate firm enrichment

contracts a long time before the beginning of nuclear power

station construction. It was not possible, therefore, to

balance the subsequent delays in the nuclear programmes with

seasonable reductions of obligations towards suppliers of

enrichment services.
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A solution to share in a more equitable ' v/ay the burdens

deriving from this situation could "be set up by a series

of actions, such as:

- revision of the present production programmes of" enrichment

- establishment of stocks financed both by producer

and ' consumer countries.
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INFCE WC-.3 :. ANSWERS TO DRAFT KEY QUESTIONS ; NON-PROLIFERATION
ASPECTS OF LONG-TERM ASSURANCES OF SUPPLY •

• - AUSTRALIAN ANSWERS ' / . • -

General >

Any future international.nuclear fuel supply assurance regime
that may. emerge following INFCE is likely to consist of a number
of. component parts.• The term "supply assurances" has been used
in discussions in 'WG.3 to cover two separate cases: firstly,
commercial contracts, mainly of a'long-term nature,•between the '
producers of nuclear material and electricity utilities, subject
to bilateral intergovernmental safeguards arrangements; secondly,
bilateral or international assurances of supply that are guaranteed
by governments. ' ' ) • •:-^:''-'':^''':'/ai:'r^

Q u e s t i o n 1 , • • • " • .• ' '- '" ' •' '. '• '•-. ' ^-•y'%'•••'":"':• • • ' . : ? : - , ' : ^ : v V ; .

- , .In the. INFCE context, the term "non-proliferation" means .A ';̂-,' '
horizontal.non-proliferation, that is preventing the spread of '
nuclear weapons to additional countries. Vertical non-proliferation
controls and limitations on existing nuclear arsenals - lies outside
the area of concern of INFCE. In assessing measures designed to. .
prevent horizontal proliferation, the key test is whether they •• ;:
provide. reasonable assurances against diversion and sufficient,: ";.".
time for preventative action to be taken before the -diverted i^^v^:
material could be fabricated into nuclear .weapons or; other nuclear
explosive devices. An equally important consideration*is whether
such measures avoid the unnecessary dissemination" of .proliferation'
sensitive material, equipment of technology.
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Question 2 •

Australia has previously noted ^ / that nuclear supply

arrangements generally consist of two layers: commercial contracts

and intergovernmental arrangements. Both the conditions set out

in commercial contracts and the non-proliferation and safeguards:

conditions in intergovernmental arrangements must be met for supply

to proceed. Without an international climate of confidence based

on effective non-proliferation arrangements, which are adjusted as

necessary.to take account of new and changed circulstances, the

prospect is that energy supplies would inevitably be jeopardised

and the spread of the benefits of nuclear energy for peaceful--

purposes would be inhibited. '-* ' • '— —" : — - .'.'•••

Question 3 ' .......

Australia has suggested for consideration a number of possible

mechanisms to facilitate adjustments in non-proliferation arrange-

ments by mutual agreement to"meet changed circumstances in the

interests of both suppliers and consumers. x ' Most of these

mechanisms could be implemented bilaterally. It would be desirable, ,

however, if there were the widest possible consensus among supplier

and consumer countries on non-proliferation conditions. It could

be useful for supplier and consumer countries to work for the

development of a multilateral"approach.

Question 4 'v •. V. • ; . :

. A common set;of internationally-agreed non-proliferation

conditions is not a prerequisite for a pluralistic international

nuclear fuel supply assurance regime. There would, however, be

fewer impediments to trade in nuclear material and equipment

between countries accepting strict and effective non-proliferation

measures if efforts were made to implement multilaterally-agreed

conditions, rather than the bilateral conditions prevailing at

present. Australia has suggested a set of non-proliferatibn

principles that might form the basis of agreement between supplier

and consumer states. ^ ' These could be implemented bilaterally.

Alternatively, countries which subscribe to the set of principles

(1) Co-Chairmen/WG.3/25 ("Topic 10" paper)

(2) INFCE/WG.3A (Australian statement'to first meeting of WG.3)
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could give effect to them by means of a multilateral instrument.

In either case, there would be an important role for IAEA safe-

guards in verifying non-proliferation undertakings.

Question 5 (a)

Sensitive stages oi' the nuclear fuel cycle require the

application of strict IAEA safeguards so that there can be •

confidence that there will be a high probability of detection .""-.

of any diversion and that there will be sufficient time for

preventative action before the diverted-material could be

fabricated into.-.nuclear weapons. •. The -advantages from a,non-

proliferation viewpoint in multinational control of centres .for

sensitive stages of. the fuel cycle include: ' . -

(i) The involvement of more than one country in the

operation of the plant would provide a degree of

"self-policing" among the countries involved. • This

•would complement the IAEA safeguards on the plant;

(ii) Consumer countries might feel greater confidence

regarding security of supply when they are Involved

in the management and/or operation of the plant from

.' ' ' • which supply is.drawn! This could help contain the

unnecessary diffusion of sensitive facilities,

particularly if multinational centres can use . ;-,

economies of scale to realise economic advantages. '

The non-proliferation policies of the country hosting

a multinational centre are also .relevant.•. • - \ . '"

To the extent that customer countries enjoy greater security

in supply from projects in which they are directly involved, that

this discourages the unnecessary diffusion of additional national

enrichment plants and that strict non-proliferation policies are .

applied-by the .supplier government, non-proliferation objectives

could be advanced. . . - . • . " • ' ' . • - '

The concept of fuel leasing has been.identified as a topic

for later consideration by WG.3.: From-a non-proliferation view-

point, however, there could be advantage in such arrangements if

they discouraged the unnecessary spread of sensitivp facilities.



Storage of stocks of strategic special nuclear material

surplus to immediate energy needs under a carefully worked out

regime for international control could assist non-proliferation

objectives. Arrangements to wit-hdraw stocks of material would

be accountable to the international community and could be

correlated •with estimated requirements for energy generation.

It would be important, however, that any scheme for international -

control "not overlook stocks of strategic special nuclear material

held under national control, at nuclear power reactors and perhaps

at national fuel ..fabrication plants, in order to assist efficient

management for energy-production purposes of nuclear power

reactors. Such small stocks of strategic special nuclear .material

held nationally should be under full and effective IAEA safeguards.

(O
Implementation of a preference scheme in terms of nuclear

supply for countries which forego the development of sensitive

fuel cycle facilities and stockpiling of strategic special

nuclear material would require arrangements among supplier

governments "or on a wider multilateral basis which would provide

appropriate guarantees of supply. Prerequisites for such

arrangements would be the existence of adequate material to .

give substance to the guarantees and the acceptance by participating

countries of conditions for eligibility on non-proliferation ,• •

grounds. A preference scheme might best find expression in u v.

international arrangements to .meet supply shortfalls and could

accordingly discourage the unnecessary spread of sensitive

facilities and stockpiling of sensitive material.

The.nuclear export policy of the Australian Government does,

in "the case of non-nuclear-weapon states, give preference to

countries that have undertaken treaty commitments to foreswear

the development of nuclear weapons: only non-weapon states that •

are parties to the NPT meet the minimum criterion of eligibility

to receive Australian uranium. Other supplier states also require

undertakings not to acquire nuclear weapons as a condition of

nuclear supply. It is widely accepted that such undertakings

are fundamental in advancing non-proliferation objectives.
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Commercial long-term contracts for nuclear supply can provide

effective fuel assurances conducive to sustaining effective non-

proliferation arrangements.

Question 6 •

In Australia's view, the second meeting of "WG.3 identified

no serious weakness in current commercial arrangements for supplies

of nuclear fuel. . However, international machinery which provided,

additional supply assurances for states in good standing on non-:

proliferation grounds and subscribing to agreed.non-proliferation

conditions could have benefits in realising non-proliferation

objectives.- . . . . .... ..,- .

Question 7

The capacity of the world's enrichment plants needs, to be

tailored to the requirements of nuclear power stations which

depend upon enriched uranium fuelling. If the capacity were to

be insufficient, there could be uncontrolled growth of enrichment

facilities. This is feasible because new nuclear power reactors •:. •

are expected to require a'longer time to complete than new

enrichment capacity.,^' This would be contrary to non-proliferation

interests. At the same time, availability under appropriate . . ..

safeguards of low-enriched uranium from more than one. supplier ..

can add to confidence in security of supply and thereby promote .• - < '

non-proliferation objectives.. Over-supply of enrichment services, .-.•,

however, couid lead to competition in regard to supply.conditions • .,

detrimental to non-proliferation objectives. .Moreover, if > •-''' • '

operation of enrichment plants in a "resource conservation mode"

were to be the major means of meeting an over-supply situation

this would have.a destabilising effect upon the producers of

natural .uranium. Accordingly, there could be adverse non-

proliferation consequences since uranium producers would be less

able to assist in .the provision of fuel assurances. . . >

(3) Co-Chairmen/WG.3/23
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Question g

Ideally, the non-proliferation undertakings which should

govern assurances of supply should be based upon a multilaterally-

agrecd set of non-proliferation measures among supplier and

consumer states with appropriate-provision for revision as

necessary. In the absence of this, supplier governments have

a sovereign right to apply the conditions they judge necessary

to satisfy non-proliferation criteria, taking full "account of ""-•-•

relevant"international instruments and practice. • '

Question 9 (a) ... •" ' ' • " .

Australia has already made suggestions concerning a multi-

laterally-ngreed set of non-proliferation measures and the '

mechanisms which might be used to translate these into binding
(1)arrangements. v '

(b). .
i i

Non-proliferation- measures should build upon the basis
(4 ' 5)

provided by the NPTV * •" which is the only comprehensive

international non-proliferation,instrument and which provides

the essential framework for current non-proliferation efforts.

Such measures' should promote the development of an international

climate against proliferation and should encourage all states to.

enter into a political commitment to foreswear nuclear weapons.. ;

While an agreed set of undertakings should provide the basis for

stable, long-term nuclear trade, it would also need to be kept

under review, so that even in changed circumstances it would

provide the necessary degree of assurance. There should be \

agreement between suppliers and consumers on the arrangements

to provide for necessary evolutionary changes in non-proliferation

conditions.

Question 10

Assurances of supply can contribute to the achievement of
non-proliferation objectives by promoting a climate of confidence

.in the international nuclear -trade and by discouraging'unnecessary
proliferation of sensitive facili t ies. •• " • •

IAEA INFCIRC/153
-r , -- .• TT,M-\/I — :-) r> f •yrc
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Question 11

The IAZA has responsibility for implementing multilaterally-

agreed safeguards arrangements, the most important of which at
(U)'present are those deriving from the NPT v , designed to detect

diversion of nuclear material to non-peaceful purposes.

Arrangements such as periodic expert-level consultations in the

implementation of the provisions of bilateral safeguards agreements

can also provide opportunities to establish that diversion has'' not

occurred. It is not possible, however, to lay down exhaustive

criteria and procedures for determining breaches of non-proliferation

undertakings, since the circumstances would almost certainly be"

different in each case. . '•. :. , '

Question 12

Nuclear non-proliferation is the responsibility of all states,

both .individually and collectively. The economic cost of measures

against nuclear proliferation is part of the cost of nuclear

industry - just as /health'and safety measures. Some costs, . '

however, especially the cost of the IAEA safeguards system, are

correctly-borne by the international community as a whole, through

the IAEA. The- costs of assurances of supply should be shared

equitably between consumer:and supplier>countries in proportion

to the. benefits that they derive from use of nuclear power.
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INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL BANK

One of the principal objectives of the International

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) is to evaluate existing

and alternative nuclear systems in order to minimise the

risk of proliferation while ensuring the widespread avail-

ability of nuclear energy. Concerns have been expressed

both as to assurance of supply of nuclear fuel and as to

the proliferation risks of certain technologies which are

perceived by consumer nations as enhancing their

assurance of supply of nulcear power but for which adequate

proliferation controls remain to be developed.

Improved assurances of long-term reliable supplies of

nuclear fuel on reasonable terms (including adequate agreed

non-proliferation conditions) would contribute greatly to

meeting these concerns. Such assurances can also provide

an atmosphere in which supplier and consumer states can

work together toward the establishment of a stable inter-

national nuclear regime in which energy security and

non-proliferation goals can both be satisfied.

Fuel assurances can be aimed at short, medium or

long-term problems. Long-term assurances relate to the

availability and accessibility of resources at reasonable

prices needed for a nation's nuclear power program over

time. Medium and short-term assurances relate to the

accessibility of known fuel supplies, and protection

against temporary cut-off of those supplies. The two

problems are closely related in the sense that current
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perceptions of, and experience in, the market affect

national judgments concerning measures to protect against

interruptions and instability over time.

Given different national resources and perceptions and

the problems that exist with regard to assured supply,

no one mechanism is likely to suffice to establish credible

fuel assurances for all. Rather, a variety of measures

should be taken at several levels to bring about the desired

result of widespread confidence in, and reliance on, the

nuclear fuels transaction market. To be effective, such a

fuel assurance regime must provide for assurances (i) against

the near-term interruption of contracted fuel deliveries as

long as the customer complies with agreed non-proliferation

undertakings, and (ii) for longer term supplies over time

at reasonable prices adequate to meet the existing and planned

needs of nuclear programs.

The principal and preferred assurance for states who

lack adequate indigenous uranium and/or enrichment capacity

is a competitive market with diversified and independent

sources of supply operating within the boundaries of accepted

non-proliferation standards. This requires the essentially

free functioning of international commercial markets for

uranium and enrichment services and avoidance of unwarranted

interference in those markets. Efforts should focus on

assuring a reasonable diversity of suppliers and foster
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a sense of interdependence among all engaged in the utiliza-

tion of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

At a minimum, this means:

(a) correcting any identified weaknesses in bilateral

supplier-customer relationships, and

(b) encouraging multilateral and international measures

to integrate suppliers and customers more effectively in a

network of relationships which reinforce confidence in the

functioning of the uranium and enrichment markets and

increasing opportunities for customer states to secure some

participation in institutional arrangements to improve

assurance of supply.

One possible mechanism to improve medium and short-

term fuel assurances is an international nuclear fuel bank.

A bank could be established, as President Carter stated at

the INFCE organizing conference, "so that if there is a

temporary breakdown in the bilateral supply of nuclear fuel,

there might be a reservoir of fuel to be supplied under those

circumstances." This statement assumes the existence of a

"normal" functioning market for nuclear fuel transactions and

focuses on protection against hopefully temporary breakdowns

in that market.

There is in addition a need for early demonstration by

the international community of a firm commitment to increase

a fuel supply through tangible measures and performance.

Such a demonstration could tend to alleviate concerns that

result in the establishment of sensitive and uneconomic



national facilities to provide adequate fuel assurances.

Successfully implemented, a Bank, together with other

measures designed to counter weaknesses in the existing

marketplace, could play a significantly useful role in

establishing the stable international regime that is

necessary to ensure that nuclear energy contributes to

energy security without undermining international security.

There follows a general description of the kind of

Bank which could meet some of the needs identified above.

Other variations are possible, and some of the suggested

Bank's characteristics are left open for future discussion.

Nonetheless, this outline may assist Working Group 3 in its

consideration of an International Nuclear Fuel Bank as one

element in the evolution of the assurance of supply of

nuclear fuel.

1. Function of Bank

An International Nuclear Fuel Bank should provide

international protection for qualified fuel supply customers

for their peaceful nuclear power programs against any contract

default by the supplier which is not the result of a breach

of non-proliferation undertakings. The Bank could thus

serve as an insurance mechanism where normal bilateral or

multilateral mechanisms fail. The reasons for such failure

might include unforeseen accidents in production or trans-

portation systems which cause an interruption in normal

supply. They might also include political disputes between

supplier and customers on issues unrelated to compliance
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with non-proliferation obligations. The Bank could,

therefore, be a temporary source of supply to countries in

good non-proliferation standing which need material while

seeking new supply arrangements. While the Bank would

serve an insurance purpose, the possibility that the Bank

might assume additional functions, at some future date, when

and if the members wish, should not be foreclosed.

2. Assets of Bank

The Bank's assets could include the following:

(i) Natural and low enriched uranium transferred

either by gift or consignment to an international stockpile

effectively controlled by the Bank and situated in a country

acceptable to recipient and supplier members.

(ii) Material earmarked for sale by the Bank which is

retained within the jurisdiction of the supplier member.

While earmarking may not be as credible a fuel assurance as

transferring possession of the material to the Bank, it

would expand the resources available to the Bank and may

reduce the Bank's financial burdens. Also, transfer of

possession to the Bank may not be necessary to assure that

it can obtain the material for a recipient member without

the supplier posing any special conditions or procedural

requirements.

(iii) Commitments to provide enrichment or other

services.

(iv) Cash contributions. These funds could be used for

operating or working capital costs.
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The amount and levels of enrichment of uranium in the

stockpile would have to be determined on the basis of the

needs of members and on the willingness and ability of

supplier members to make material available. The overall

quantity should be determined as a ratio of the material

needs of its members, taking into account the likelihood

that only a few members would need to draw on the Bank's

resources at any one time.

The stockpile would be subject to IAEA safeguards.

The host nation would maintain physical protection measures

which, at a minimum, would provide levels of protection

comparable to that set forth in INFCIRC/225 Rev. 1, as it

may be updated. Costs associated with safeguards and

physical protection would be for the account of the Bank.

When material is sold by the Bank, the proceeds,

depending on whether it was donated or consigned, would

either be retained by the Bank or paid to the supplier member.

If retained by the Bank, the proceeds would be used to purchase

material to replenish the stockpile. Mechanisms would also

have to be established to replenish consigned and earmarked

material that the Bank had sold to recipient members.

3. Membership and Conditions for Access

Membership should be open to all supplier countries

agreeing to contribute to the Bank and all recipient states

prepared to accept agreed non-proliferation conditions.
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The conditions for recipient membership should be

internationally agreed. The most important of these conditions

would be:

a) to maintain IAEA safeguards with respect to all

peaceful nuclear activities;

b) to maintain physical security measures which at a

minimum provide levels of protection in accordance with

INPCIRC/255, Rev.l as it is updated;

c) not to manufacture or otherwise acquire a nuclear

explosive device or to do research on or develop any nuclear

explosive device; and

d) not to have nationally controlled enrichment or

reprocessing facilities or to place existing enrichment or

reprocessing facilities under effective international

auspices and inspection.

These conditions are essential elements for becoming a

recipient member. These and any other conditions should

be internationally agreed.

Any request for a purchase of material from the Bank

would be limited to (i) an amount of material not exceeding,

in quality or quantity, that which had been obligated under

a supply contract for delivery to the recipient member; and

(ii) that required for a sufficient period of time to allow

the recipient member to find an alternative source of supply.

The requesting recipient .member would also designate the

end use for such material, and advise the Bank that:

(a) It had been unable to obtain a shipment of such
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material for its nuclear power program under its supply

contract.

(b) It had complied with the supply contract and any

applicable international agreements that it had made

concerning the civil uses of nuclear energy (e.g., commitments

under the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty, the Treaty of

Tlatelolco, or intergovernmental agreements), and

(c) It continued to meet all of the conditions required

of recipient members.

After receiving the purchase request, the Bank would

notify the supplier party to the contract of the request

and provide the supplier with an opportunity to advise the

Bank, within a specified time period, whether it had any

grounds for objections, based on contractual commitments

or any international non-proliferation undertakings made by

the recipient member, to the representations made by the

recipient member in submitting the request. If there were

such an objection, the matter would be referred to a

suitable mechanism such as arbitration for resolving the

dispute since the Bank would be intended to serve only nations

that had fulfilled their non-proliferation undertakings and

had not breached their contractual commitments. The

mechanisms for releasing material should be as simple and

automatic as possible to avoid administrative and political

complication and minimize discretionary conduct by the Bank's

administrators.
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Priorities would probably have to be established for

the unlikely event that demand might exceed available

supplies. Establishment of priorities should take into

account an agreed list of factors such as the order in

which requests are received and the gravity of the energy

and supply problem facing the applicant.

4. Utilization of Material Sold by the Bank and Disposition
of Spent Fuel

Before tranferring material to a requesting recipient

member, the Bank would obtain appropriate representations

from the recipient member that the transferred material

and any special nuclear material produced through its use

shall:

(a) be used for the end-use designated in the purchase

request;

(b) be subject to IAEA safeguards until no longer useable

for any nuclear activity relevant from the point of view

of safeguards;

(c) not be used to manufacture a nuclear explosive device,

to do research on or development of any nuclear explosive

device, or for any other military purpose; and

(d) remain subject to physical protection measures which

provide at a minimum levels of protection set forth in

INPCIRC/225, Rev.l, as it may be updated.

Ultimate disposition of spent fuel, could be carried out

in accordance with the conditions set forth in an international

regime for spent fuel disposition. There are other

possibilities.: disposition could be undertaken pursuant to a
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to a mechanism established by the Bank, when and if one is

established; it might also be undertaken in accordance with

conditions imposed by the supplier member at the time it

made the material available to the Bank; or disposition

could be governed by all the supplier members which had

supplied material to the Bank at the time the transfer in

question had been made.

) Pending ultimate disposition of the spent fuel, the

recipient member could store fuel in its country or in an

international depository for interim storage to which the

Bank subscribes. If these options are not available, the

spent fuel could be disposed of in accordance with arrange-

ments agreeable to the recipient member and the supplier

member. The Bank charter should provide for adequate

controls over any resulting plutonium.

5. Price

^ The purchase price could be the prevailing market price

at the time a request is made at the Bank for material, or

the original price, whichever is greater.

With respect to sales of natural uranium, there is a

spot market on which basis this price could be determined.

As for enriched uranium, transactions in the spot market

do not comprise a significant fraction of the total market,

and long-term contract prices vary as between different

providers or enrichment services. The mechanisms for

determining the price for both natural uranium and enriched

uranium need be developed and agreed internationally.
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7. Financing

Financing of any such Bank would involve on the cost

side, (i) operating costs and (ii) working capital costs;

and on the revenue side, (i) assessments of members and

(ii) voluntary contributions.

One of the largest potential costs which needs to be

considered is the foregone interest earnings associated with

consigning or earmarking material for Bank purposes. There

are a number of ways to deal with this expense. One way

would be to have supplier members who consign material waive

interest charges. In this case, the consigned material

would be equivalent to an interest-free loan. Another

means of handling these interest costs would be to finance

them through the system of assessments described in the

paragraph below. Still another means would be for a purchasing

recipient member to pay a premium for the service being

afforded by the Bank at the time of each sale.

Operating costs could be financed through a combined

system of voluntary contributions and assessments on members

(both suppliers and recipients). The assessment schedule could

be related to member states1 Gross Domestic Product.

Financing of capital costs of the Bank could be arranged

so that large capital contributions to pay for material at

the Bank's disposal could be avoided. As discussed above,

one method of capitalization might be for supplier members

initially to make modest gifts of material and to consign

additional material. Supplier members could earmark
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additional material in national stockpiles for sale to

recipient members on a "call" basis. This would facilitate

establishment of fe Bank with a flexible capacity which would

be small enough to be financially viable but large enough

to meet most conceivable emergencies.

7. Structure of the Bank

The Bank could be managed by the IAEA for the banefit

of its members, or be an entity separate from the IAEA and

managed by individuals selected from supplier and

recipient members. In either event the Bank should have

limited discretion. The Bank's structure would include

a body with equal representation of all members and a small

impartial secretariat to carry out administrative

responsibilities (e.g., undertaking arrangements for

maintaining the stockpile, sales and purchases or uranium

and obtaining enrichment and other services). The structure

should, in any case, be as apolitical as possible so that

qualified recipient members could feel assured there would

be no political interference in their access to the Bank.
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INFCE WORKING GROUP 3

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL BANK

Coirjnent by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany

I. The Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany has taken note

of the new US proposals concerning an International Nuclear Fuel

Bank (CO-CHAIRMEN/WG 3/100). We had already asked a number of

questions (CO-CHAIRMEN/WG 3/34 Add. 5), relating to an earlier

US paper on the "Possibilities for an International Fuel Bank"

(CO-CHAIRMEN/WG 3/34) the major part of which has not been answered

to date. In addition to the comments made at that time the new

paper gives xise to further questions.

II. We would like to list a number of items a clarification of which

we consider essential for the continuation of the discussion.

1. We share the opinion that the major burden of establishing re-

liable fuel assurances falls largely on the marketplace, and that

this should continue to be so considering the experience to date.

We therefore attribute a key role to an amelioration of or eli-

mination of any weaknesses in the supplier-consumer relationship

as well as to any increase in market transparency and competition.

In our view an International Nuclear Fuel Bank should therefore

serve as an insurance in the event of short-term failures of supply.

2. This is why the Scope of the Bank should focus on those points

where breakdowns are likely to occur - whatever the reasons may

be -, that is the supply of natural uranium. As the possibility of

interruptions in the supply of enrichment services or enriched

uranium cannot be precluded either, the bank might also offer en-

riched uranium.Other: than that we do not consider the, offer, of services

through the bank (enrichment, fuel fabrication etc.) appropriate:

Within the framework of its national energy policy each country

has developed national energy strategies for all stages of the

nuclear fuel cycle and in this context has also concluded short-



and medium-term contracts for the supply of material and services.

If now the country is prevailed upon to make use of other services

(enrichment, fuel fabrication etc.) in addition to closing the

short-term supply gap, its utilities may possibly be forced to

commit a breach of previously concluded contracts. An insurance

mechanism in the event of short-term failures in uranium supply

should have no impact on other stages of the fuel cycle of the

recipient country, obliging it to depart from its established fuel

cycles policies and practices-.

3. Transfer of Material: For a Fuel Bank of an insurance type, it is

important that the transfer of material is carried out as unbu-

reaucratically, fast and simply as possible. Prerequisites for a

prompt functioning of the bank are:

(i) The existence of simple definitions of the event insured

against;

(ii) a trigger mechanism laid down in advance for acknowledge-

ment of the insurance case

(iii) freedom of the material to be supplied from national and

bilateral transfer reservations or similar provisions

with the exception of the implementation of the NPT and

other rules agreed on the basis of general international

consensus;

(iv) the reasons for an eventual refusal (violation of non-

proliferation principles only) have to be clearly de-

fined in advance, e.g. after detection of the violation

through formal complaint of the Director General of IAEA.

4. Resources and Financing: It could be of preference for the

bank for reasons of assurance of supply to have a physical

uranium stockpile. This, however, entails the problem of the

extremely high costs of such a solution as compared to a

solution with the bank being entitled to be supplied with

earmarked material. To strengthen the confidence in the bank's

ability to supply, the physical stockpile would have to be

assigned to locations in supplier and recipient countries as

well as nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon states. The
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lower costs would speak in favour of a solution with ear-

marked or consigned material; however, the confidence in the

bank's ability to supply in this case also depends on the

willingness of the material supplying countries concerned to

do so.

5. Decision-making Structures: For those- cases where there is no

trigger Mechanism an equal distribution of votes of the parti-

cipating consumer and producer countries should be

established in the decision-making bodies.
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Fore-word

This paper was prepared by the Uraniua Institute's Committee

on International Trade in Uranium during the period July 1978

to May 1979. The views expressed are those of the members,

and should not be taken as necessarily representing the official

positions of their respective governments. In the interests of

keeping the paper short it has been assumed that readers are

familiar with the background of the Fuel Bank proposal.



21st May, 1979

THE NUCLEAR FUEL BANK ISSUE

AS SEEN BY URANIUM PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS

INTRODUCTION

The members of the Uranium Institute (producers and con-

sumers from eleven countries) have previously outlined the principles

that should govern the import and export regulations for uranium and

nuclear fuel (Uranium Institute, "Governaent Influence on International

Trade in Uranium", INFCE document: Co-Chairman/TC3/101, issued

1st November, 1978). They have subsequently met a number of times

to examine the Fuel Bank issue.

The concept of a Fuel Bank has emerged publicly in the U.S.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act and, subsequently, has been proposed

to INFCE by the U.S. delegation. Its purposes are mainly political:

offering additional security of fuel supply to those recipient coun-

tries which comply with a non-proliferation consensus—a consensus

which is currently under review between governments.

The members of the Institute do not feel that they can ade-

quately deal with political issues, even by implication. Nevertheless, the

Institute feels responsible for spelling out to the various governments

concerned, for use as they think best, the consequences of their

possible actions.

Non-proliferation is the responsibility of governments. Security

of fuel supply is managed by industry within the rules laid down by

governments * Thus, at a time when governments are considering various

possible solutions to the non-proliferation problem, they may find it

helpful to have the benefit of a cleaxly stated and consistent industry view.
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The other purposes put forward as justification for the

Fuel Bank concept are more economic in nature, such as smoothing

out aggregate production, protection against restrictive practices

by governments, financing inventories, etc. The history of similar

schemes in other commodity fields is not encouraging.

Only after careful consideration of the propriety of the

Uranium Institute expressing any opinion on a precise issue of govern-

mental debate, have the uranium producers and consumers represented in

the Institute come to the conclusion that they should state their views:

Ca) The Fuel Bank as proposed could weaken, the market system

which is the main basis for supply security.

(b) The possible attraction .of a IFuel Bank limited to emerging

uranium consuming nations may or may not outweigh the risks

and costs of setting up a new international institution.

(c) Consideration should therefore be given to alternate arrange-

ments that might fulfil the same purposes.

Finally, the recent experience of many uranium consumers has

been that major disruptions in supply can be avoided by resorting to

multiple substitute sources and remedied by mutual ad hoc help, added

to the strong links which have developed bilaterally at the company

level between producers and consumers. This experience has convinced

them that security of supply will continue to lie in developing simul-

taneous long-term links with several producers in various countries,

and in maintaining adequate inventories. While the established major

consumers will always appreciate additional fuel supply assurance,

they would be unlikely to support any plan which would weaken their

own limited ability to diversify their fuel assurance risks between

various supplying areas, or permit a decrease in their control over

their own stockpiles.

THE FUEL BANK

The main feature of the concept is a centralized inter-

governmental organisation which owns or othenrise controls natural
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or enriched uranium, and provides fuel supplies or supply assurance

to certain'eligible'consumer members—with various possible definitions of

eligibility. Its purposes and possible nechanics have been outlined, with many

variations, in several papers. This start note outlines the Bank's

possible effects on trade and security of fuel supply, and considers

its adequacy in meeting its main non-proliferarion purposes.

CONSEQUENCES FOR TRADE, SECURITY OF SUPPLY, COSTS AND CREDIBILITY

Firstly, stockpiling is not cost-free. It cannot reasonably

be assumed that Fuel Bank stocks will be matched by an equal decrease

of other stocks in the world. At current prices, governments would

have to raise up to U.S. $1.5 billion to establish a 10,000 short-

ton U 0 stockpile, half of it enriched. The additional annual

financing cost would be around U.S. $150 million. The same aims

could probably be achieved more efficiently by other means.

Secondly, a Fuel Bank which would buy or sell material would

be a major influence in the market, with features and requirements

very different from those of the commercial companies with which it

would compete. It is highly doubtful whether the Fuel Bank could

stabilise prices through buying in troughs and reselling in peaks.

Indeed, experience has shown that governaent stockpiles have the

opposite effect when their decision-making process is slow and unpre-

dictable. Political interference, or the need for self-protection,

may cause the management to make ill-timed market interventions. In

that case a Fuel Bank could well develop into a heavy-handed bureaucracy,

if only because it would operate in a highly political and sensitive

area. It could therefore have a particularly detrimental effect on

the market. The issue of pricing is especially difficult. There is

no single market price for uranium, and the size of Fuel Bank inter-

ventions could be beyond the magnitude of the existing spot market.

Difficult price negotiations would take place for each Fuel Bank trans-

action, and these could disturb the genuine market mechanism.
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Thirdly, even if a Fuel Bank is never on the market, and

limits its operations to short and medium term loans of material

which it has initially acquired from governments, the following

difficulties still remain:

Ca) A Fuel Bank would be an intergovernmental body operating

in a most sensitive political area. Precautions to make

it insensitive to political pressure from any of its

influential members may never be fully effective. Indeed,

although members Cand perhaps other countries as well)

will probably continuously strive to update the consensus

upon which the Bank rests, differences of opinion and

interest may cause power politics to play a role in such

discussions, which would reflect on the management of

the Bank.

(b) The decision-making process within the Bank would

necessarily be protracted. Any objection by a

member against a projected move may result in pre-

cautionary delays, which would by themselves weaken

the Bank's credibility.

(c) Protection against the unilateral tightening of non-

proliferation requirements by an exporting country is

not credible to consumers when:

(i) that exporting country can exert political

leverage on other exporting countries; or,

(ii) the local political pressure causing the

change of attitude in that exporting country

is mirrored by similar local pressures in

other exporting countries.
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Cd) The very existence of the Fuel Rank could lull some

utilities, including those newly adopting nuclear power

in emerging countries, into a false sense of security.

Any subsequent disappointment, caused by the Bank's

inability to react quickly, would have a damaging effect

on the Bank itself—and thereby on the non-proliferation

consensus. Besides, the mere fact that consumers might

not take all possible precautions to maximize their own

security of supply would distort the market: sufficient

reward would no longer accrue to the better performing

and more reliable producers, nor would sufficient penalty

be imposed on those who offer less security of supply

through operational difficulties or local political res-

trictions .

Fourthly, whether the Fuel Bank is in the market or not,

access to its material must be identical for, and acceptable to,

all consumer members; this implies broad agreement on the conditions

of access, i.e. on a non-proliferation consensus, which may still be

distant. Attempting to launch a Fuel Bank earlier is therefore only

possible if its size and number of beneficiaries are limited. Only

the emerging consuming countries could thus be eligible.

Examining all these factors, it is the industry's considered

view that the Fuel Bank concept does not seem to be an appropriate

device to attract major and mediums-size uranium consumer countries.

However, even if some believe that a limited Fuel Bank Ci-e. one

which would not be on the market, and which would benefit only emerging

consumer countries) might nevertheless be an issue requiring urgent

consideration, the Uranium Institute considers that special care should

be taken in order to avoid the possible disadvantages outlined above,

OTHER APPROACHES

The members of the Institute suggest that governments, in close

co-operation with industry, should start exploring other approaches to

meet the objectives of improving security of supply and developing
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support for an international non-proliferation consensus. The following

may be of particular interest: (a) extension of fuel "swaps";

(b) use of producer government stockpiles; Cc) financial assistance

for those embarking on a civilian nuclear power programme in

compliance with the non-proliferation consensus.

(a) Swaps over a limited time period

A "swap" is defined as an exchange of fuel material, over

a limited period of time, and accomplished through, loans in-kind between

parties holding stocks, possibly making use of national stockpiles.

Such swaps have been and are taking place between utilities, to the

extent consistent with existing national policies. Governmental

regulations, however, such as the re-export restrictions imposed by

some countries of origin, severely limit what could be the most

effective means of assuring security of fuel supply. Governments

could make a positive contribution by alleviating these restrictive

procedures and prohibitions. If some governments could not accept

the general principle of free retransfer, even where the borrower

agrees to the non-proliferation conditions already accepted by the

lender, early discussions should take place to determine the conditions

under which countries of origin might provide blanket transfer approval

for loans in-kind between utilities across national frontiers for

some defined period (short and medium tern). Specific multilateral

"umbrella" agreements could outline r -.~h conditions, thereby allowing

consumers to use swap arrangements to the greatest possible extent.

(b) Use of Government stockpiles*

. Some governments have stockpiles. In some instances a

government agency has provided a performance back-up to a local

producer to allow delivery obligations to be fulfilled. This is an

efficient way of insuring security of supply against commercial risks.

More transactions of this kind would be useful.

Footnote This section of the paper relates to government stockpiles in producer
countries. Consumers will also be building up stockpiles. The
reader is refered to a forthcoming Uranium Institute report dealing with

Uranium Supply and Demand, where stockpiles are discussed.
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Furthermore, instead of setting up a Fuel Bank as mentioned

earlier, exporting governments could aore simply cross—guarantee each

other, to enable any of them to provide a back-up guarantee to

a consuming country that would accept their non-proliferation views,

against any failure of any source of supply to that country, even

if it results from a unilateral change in delivery rules by a

supplying country. Such a cross-guarantee system could provide a

meaningful supplemental assurance to those countries which have

small uranium requirements. Recipient countries would have to

demonstrate that they are doing their utmost to protect their own

security of supply.

(c) Financing for new consumers/states so they may join the non-proli-

'£eration' consensus

Countries starting a nuclear programme - as opposed to

well-established consumers - have a special need for some form of fuel

assurance, as their limited needs make it most difficult for them to

diversify their sources of supply. Access to the swap system is a

very effective protection, but lenders require a credit standing that

some of these new nuclear countries nay lack. Their access to the

system they most need would then be limited or made impossible.

Furthermore, this handicap is compounded by the magnitude of the

front-end payments required by the internationally accepted suppliers

of enrichment and reprocessing services. A country finding such

payments difficult to make may be more tempted than others to develop

local capacity in such services (if only to protect its future economic

interests), thereby raising international concern.

It is precisely at the time a country embarks on a civilian

nuclear programme that critical policy decisions have to be made by

that government. It is essential that the inrernational community should

find ways to enable such a country to support the international non-

proliferation consensus without compromising its own national

interest. This should be possible without providing an undue incentive

for economically questionable nuclear power development.
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An international guarantee firad, preferably managed by the

IMF, could be made available to utilities, via their governments,

in credit-tight developing countries. It would allow their access

to swap agreements and to internationally accepted enrichment and

reprocessing suppliers. The guarantee would be conditional on

compliance with the non-proliferation consensus. Such a guarantee

fund would be more effective and less costly than any Fuel Bank.

CONCLUSION

Rather than create a new, complex international institution,

the industry believes that it would be better to make wider use of

existing instruments, such as ;the swap, possibly with specific new

initiatives in terms of incentives. To allow these mechanisms to

function more effectively, governments should be encouraged to review

their present export restrictions on retransfers. In addition, they

should review, where necessary, other practices, such as trade embargoes,

the extraterritorial application of domestic laws, and similar unilateral

acts. This should be done in the context of internationally agreed

non-proliferation policies, which governments must necessarily re-define,

quite irrespective of the Fuel Bank issue. Those countries that

support the consensus would therefore find, in such improved

international commercial practices properly supported by governments,

their best guarantee for the long-term availability of nuclear fuel.


